DISASTER RECOVERY
AS A SERVICE (DRAAS)
DO NOT ALLOW ANY DISASTER
TO DISRUPT YOUR BUSINESS.

The value of having a
disaster recovery plan is
indisputable yet only 20%
of UK businesses and
charities have a robust
disaster recovery plan
and test their plan annually.
This is a frightening statistic when the world
is facing increased frequency and severity of
natural disasters due to climate change and
coupled with the exponential rise of cyberattacks paralysing significant numbers of
organisations globally.
The recent UN Climate Change Conference
(COP26) dramatically amplified the issues related
to climate change with predictions of increased
flooding, increased frequency and intensity
of forest fires, more powerful and destructive
storms and therefore disaster recovery planning
has never been more essential.

DISASTER RECOVERY AS A SERVICE (DRAAS)

DRAAS WITH METCLOUD
METCLOUD can help your business to keep going even during major IT outages.
Our DRaaS offers ease of deployment, cost effectiveness, and dependability. Deploy
replication, failover, and recovery processes to keep your applications running during
planned and unplanned outages.
METCLOUD has created a robust disaster recovery-as-a-service harnessing enterprise
grade IT systems & software located within enterprise grade UK data centres.
In addition to our own facilities, we partner with Microsoft to deliver Azure Site
Recovery. Microsoft has also been recognised as a leader in DRaaS based on
completeness of vision and ability to execute by Gartner in the 2019 Magic Quadrant
for Disaster Recovery as a Service.
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METCLOUD SOBR is a
secure offsite copy of your
organisation’s backup data.
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METCLOUD’S
BaaS

METCLOUD DRaaS provides
comprehensive protection for
your organisation in the event
of a disaster.

Enterprise Storage

METCLOUD IaaS provides
your organisation with
enterprise class compute and
storage to replace conventional
on-premises hardware.

METCLOUD BaaS is a secure
backup solution for your
organisation’s backup and
archiving requirements.

CUSTOMER

As your business embraces a multi-cloud strategy, you need to make sure that DRaaS
is a part of your plan. METCLOUD’s DRaaS is built on market leading technologies
providing your business with a complete DR solution. Our solution caters for
all the requirements of DR, whilst eliminating the need for costly hardware and
maintenance. Using METCLOUD’s services provides reassurance that in the event of a
disaster, your business continuity won’t be disrupted.

Increased Availability

Easier Testing

Cost Reduction

Disaster Survival

Compliance & Governance

Resilience
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Why METCLOUD?
Award winning company for cybersecurity, innovation, and excellence. Our vision
is to be the global brand of choice for next generation cybersecure cloud services.
Our services have been architected with security by design. Ransomware, Cloud
vulnerabilities, Phishing attacks Social engineering and vulnerability management are
the five top global security threats. METCLOUD’s portfolio of cyber security and cloud
services will ensure that you protect, defend, and mitigate any potential cyber attack
irrespective of how it was carried out.
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Let’s get connected.
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Call 0121 227 0730
and speak to one
of our experts.

Email the team.
hello@metcloud.com

Visit our website for
more information.
metcloud.com

